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thank you in the ‘world’ of having just signed 2 canvases, i usually sign the whole canvas starting at the back. my signs usually consist of the last name/s, initials and the date. i like the uniformity of that signature. as for not being left handed, i have always been right handed
and have never been left handed. not sure if it’s because of that. the reason i use my initials is so my friends, family and collectors can quickly recognize the paintings. if i sign the entire canvas, its not an easy process to distinguish the paintings between myself and someone
else. plus, signatures can easily be traced using an ink pen. but i guess i could put my name on the back. i like the ease of going to my app and inking the canvas then carrying it out and signing. i would prefer to sign right handed just because i feel more comfortable this way. i
do have a left handed friend who also signs with just his initials and not his name. but he is not a painter and i think he may be more comfortable with his right hand. i am left handed, and my right hand is by far the easiest way to sign. the first time i tried a signature with my left
hand, the letters were all jumbled and all curved and there was too much space between the letters. when i try to trace something, it’s all shaded, but when i try to trace my initials it’s all smooth and straight. i have to use the “cleanest” method possible. now that you have the
right brushes you may wish to consider the handle. the jazza brushes have full length handle threads so that their coating stays where it belongs - on the head. but of course its always possible to remove them. when considering the handle though, its not just the thread, there is
the question of how you hold the brush. long handles are easier to control but they are a little unwieldy and can be slippery, especially when wet. for a more comfortable and stable hold, go for a short or stubby handle.
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